
NetCooperate User Manual 

NetCooperate is a toolkit for calculating host-microbe and microbe-microbe cooperation, available as an 

online tool and as a Python module. NetCooperate is developed by the Borenstein group at the 

University of Washington and is available online at 

http://elbo.gs.washington.edu/software_netcooperate.html. 

NetCooperate>Web 
NetCooperate>Web allows researchers to calculate the Biosynthetic Support Score (BSS) and the 

Metabolic Complementarity Index (MCI) between a pair of networks online, and requires only a web 

browser. The NetCooperate>Web application is built on top of the NetCooperate>Python module. 

Overview of use 
To determine the BSS between a host and endosymbiont or the MCI between a pair of microbes, the 

user simply uploads their network files to the NetCooperate server by filling out the form shown in 

Figure 1a). After checking the integrity of the network file NetCooperate>Web calculates the seed set, 

the seed groups and non-seed nodes. From these, the pairwise BSS and MCI of each network supporting 

the other are calculated (Figure 1b)). If the user selects the Show detailed seed information option, a list 

of which seed compounds are complemented is also displayed, allowing the user to examine which 

compounds are supported or complemented. 

http://elbo.gs.washington.edu/software_netcooperate.html


 

 

Fig. 1: The NetCooperate>Web interface. a) The user is first presented with a form to upload the network files and select the 
analysis options. b) The networks are analyzed and the results page is displayed, shown here with links to optional detailed 
seed information. 

Setting up the analysis 

Selecting the network file to analyze 

Choose File / Browse: Select the network file on your local drive. In the drop-down box below, choose 

the appropriate file type. 

NetCooperate>Web supports network files formatted as plain text. Node names may be written with 

any combination of numbers, letters, periods, dashes, underlines, and spaces. 



Plain text files may be of either edge- or matrix-notation. For edge-notation, files must have one edge 

per line with nodes separated by a space, comma or tab. Each edge must use the same separating 

character. Files that use a space as a separator may not use spaces in the node names. Such files are 

commonly created with programs like Cytoscape and Excel. For matrix-notation, the first line of the file 

must contain node names in a tab separated list. Subsequent lines must be a tab-delimited adjacency 

matrix with a 1 denoting a directed edge from node i (row) to node j (column), and 0 denoting no edge 

(floating point values are truncated). 

Analysis Options 

Once you have specific both network files, the next step is to choose what parts of the network should 

be considered in the seed set calculation. 

Ignore all nodes except those in the giant component: Selecting this will perform the seed set 

calculation for only the largest component (connected set of nodes) in your network.  All smaller 

components will be ignored.  This is a good option for networks with a dominant component.  

Ignore components with fewer than x nodes: Nodes belonging to components with fewer than x nodes 

will be ignored. This is a good option for networks that contain many small and trivial components. 

(Default is 0: Analyze all nodes.) 

Show detailed seed information: If this check box is selected, for each metric calculated, a link will be 

provided to a list of seed compounds which were supported or complemented. 

Viewing the Results 
NetCooperate>Web calculates the pairwise BSS and MCI of the networks and presents the results as a 

list of scores. 

Biosynthetic Support: The Biosynthetic Support Score of network X on network Y is the fraction of seed 

groups in a network X which have at least one node which is present in network Y. 

Metabolic Complementarity: The Metabolic Complementarity Index of network X on network Y is the 

fraction of seed groups in a network X which have at least one node which is present in, but is not a seed 

of, network Y. 

Supported Seeds: If the Show detailed seed information checkbox was selected, the user can click this 

link to see which seeds of network X are complemented in network Y. 

NetCooperate>Python 
NetCooperate>Python is a stand-alone Python module that implements the network cooperation 

analysis. It is distributed under the GPL and can be readily incorporated into custom analysis tools. 



Installation instructions 
To install NetCooperate>Python, simply download the package from 

http://elbo.gs.washington.edu/software_netcooperate/NetCooperatePython.zip. This zip archive 

contains the following files: 

NetCooperate.py: The NetCooperate Python module. 

SeedSet.py: A python module for calculating the seed set of a network. 

example.py: A python script demonstrating how to use the NetCooperate Python module. 

net_1.tab: One of two example networks. 

net_2.tab: One of two example networks. 

COPYING: A copy of the GNU General Public License. This is required to be distributed with the 

NetCooperate>Python package. 

COPYING.LESSER: An abridged version of the above GNU General Public License. 

NetCooperate.py can be placed in any directory that can be accessed from a Python script. 

Interface 
The NetCooperate>Python module handles all calculations internally. NetCooperate>Python offers an 

interface to the network cooperation calculation through a set of functions imported with the package. 

compute_single_interaction_score(SeedGroups, SupportingNodes) 

 A function to calculate an interaction score in one direction between a pair of networks. 

 Inputs 

SeedGroups: A hash containing the grouped seeds of the network being supported or 

complemented (e.g. the parasite). This is output by the NetSeed function GroupedSeeds( ). 

SupportingNodes: A hash containing the nodes of the network supporting or complementing 

(e.g. the host). To calculate the BSS, all nodes of the host should be used; to calculate the MCI, 

only non-seed nodes should be used. 

Outputs 

score: The calculated interaction score (BSS or MCI, see above). 

SupportedNodes: A list containing the seeds which were found in the network of the supporting 

(or complementing) network. 

compute_all_interaction_scores(SeedGroupOne, AllNodesOne, NonSeedsOne, SeedGroupTwo, 

AllNodesTwo, NonSeedsTwo): 

http://elbo.gs.washington.edu/software_netcooperate/NetCooperatePython.zip


A comprehensive function to calculate all pairwise interaction scores, in both directions, 

between a pair of networks. 

Inputs 

SeedGroupOne: A hash containing the grouped seeds of the first network. This is output by the 

NetSeed function GroupedSeeds( ). 

AllNodesOne: A hash containing all nodes in the first network. 

NonSeedsOne: A hash containing all nodes in the first network which are not part of a seed 

group. This is output by the NetSeed function NonSeeds( ). 

SeedGroupTwo: A hash containing the grouped seeds of the second network. 

AllNodesTwo: A hash containing all nodes in the second network. 

NonSeedsTwo: A hash containing all nodes in the second network which are not part of a seed 

group. 

Outputs 

BSSOneTwo: A tuple representing the BSS of the first network on the second (i.e. the fraction of 

seed groups in the first network with at least one node in the second network). The first value is 

the score, the second is a list of supported seeds. 

BSSTwoOne: A tuple representing the BSS of the second network on the first. 

MCOneTwo: A tuple representing the MCI of the first network on the second (i.e. the fraction of 

seed groups in the first network with at least one node in, but not a seed of, the second 

network). 

MCTwoOne: A tuple representing the MCI of the second network on the first. 

Example Use 
See example.py in the NetCooperate distribution for an example of how to use NetCooperate>Python in 

a custom Python script. 

 

 


